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In 72 hours, the leaders of Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela are meeting at the Summit of the
Americas. Add your voice to call for them to create world's biggest Amazon reserve!
Dear friends,
An ambitious project is underway to create the
largest environmental reserve in the world,
protecting 135 million hectares of Amazon
forest. That’s more than twice the size of France!
But it won’t happen unless Brazil, Colombia and
Venezuela’s leaders know the public wants it.

An ambitious project is underway in the

That’s where we come in.

Amazon for the largest environmental

Colombia has just said it is on board. Now, if we
create a huge global push to save the
Amazon and combine it with national polls in all

reserve in the world  twice the size of
France! And the Colombian President
just announced he will champion it. If we
can create a huge global push now, and
run national polls in Brazil, Colombia and

three countries, we can give the Colombian

Venezuela, we can give the project the

president the support he needs to convince Brazil

public backing it needs!

and Venezuela. All three leaders are looking for
opportunities to shine at the next UN climate
summit. Let’s give it to them.

SAVE THE AMAZON

The Amazon is vital to life on earth  10% of
known species live in this magnificent rainforest,
and its billions of trees play a key role in
mitigating global climate change. Experts say this reserve would be a total gamechanger for
stopping rampant deforestation. Sign the petition now, when we reach 1 million signers,
indigenous leaders will deliver our petition and polls directly to the three governments:
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/amazon_corridor_loc/?bZMFrab&v=56542
The fate of the Amazon rainforest is dangling by a thread. After declining for a few years,
deforestation rates started rising again last year, and shot up in Brazil by 190% in August and
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September. Current laws and enforcement strategies are failing to stop the loggers, miners
and ranchers. The best way to regenerate the forest is by creating large reserves, and this
ecological corridor would go a long way to help save the fragile wilderness of the Amazon.
Some say reserves hold back economic development, others say they are implemented
without consulting the indigenous communities. But those behind this proposal have
committed to full engagement and collaboration with the indigenous tribes. And 80%
of the territory in this plan is already protected. All that this groundbreaking proposal really
requires is regional coordination and enforcement.
Indigenous peoples and activists have lost their lives protesting the devastation of the
Amazon's ecology and their home. If we now unleash our massive global community led by
Avaaz members in Latin America, we have a unique power to get these leaders to agree to
this step forward in the fight against climate change and species loss. Sign now  let's give
these leaders huge public support for this amazing Amazon plan.
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/amazon_corridor_loc/?bZMFrab&v=56542
The Avaaz community has fought for our forests before, helping to face down threats to the
Amazon in Bolivia, Peru and Brazil. This is an opportunity to win a tangible and vital project
that could help guarantee all of our futures. If it works, this could be replicated in all the
world's most important forests. Together, this could plant a seed that helps look after the
whole world.
With hope and determination,
Alice, Bert, Ana Sofía, Oscar, Marigona, Joseph and the entire Avaaz team
More Information:
Colombia proposes world's largest ecocorridor with Brazil, Venezuela (Business Standard)
http://www.businessstandard.com/article/newsians/colombiaproposesworldslargesteco
corridorwi
Colombia seeks 'environmental corridor' across Andes, Amazon (Phys.org)
http://phys.org/news/201502colombiaenvironmentalcorridorandesamazon.html
What next? Brazil’s deforestation soared by 290% in September 2014 (REDD Monitor)
http://www.reddmonitor.org/2014/10/31/whatnextbrazilsdeforestationsoaredby290in
september20
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Amazon deforestation soars after a decade of stability (New Scientist)
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn27056amazondeforestationsoarsafteradecadeof
stability.h
Colombia to bring Amazon deforestation rate to zero by 2020 (Colombia Reports)
http://colombiareports.co/colombianprogramsaveamazon/
New Study Finds Dry Conditions In Amazon Add Carbon Dioxide To Atmosphere (NOAA
Boulder Labs)
http://www.boulder.noaa.gov/node/29
Amazonian Wildlife (BBC Nature)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/places/Amazon_Basin

Avaaz.org is a 41millionperson global campaign network that works to ensure that the views and values of the world's people shape
global decisionmaking. ("Avaaz" means "voice" or "song" in many languages.) Avaaz members live in every nation of the world; our team is
spread across 18 countries on 6 continents and operates in 17 languages. Learn about some of Avaaz's biggest campaigns here, or follow
us on Facebook or Twitter.
You are getting this message because you signed "Stop the ClimateWrecking at Bali" on 20071212 using the email address
peterbnyc@gmail.com.
To ensure that Avaaz messages reach your inbox, please add avaaz@avaaz.org to your address book. To change your email address,
language settings, or other personal information, contact us, or simply go here to unsubscribe.
To contact Avaaz, please do not reply to this email. Instead, write to us at www.avaaz.org/en/contact or call us at +18889228229 (US).
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